
 

When   I   was   a   little   girl   I   had   a   good   friend   named   Joe.   I   spent   hours   playing 

sports   with   him.   Joe   loved   to   play   war,   football,   and   well…   anything   I   was   bad   at.   Joe 

and   I   always   had   fun   together   though.   He   was   what   you   would   call   your   typical   “boy”. 

Joe   loved   to   play   rough,   but   it   never   seemed   to   faze   me.   I   had   another   good   friend 

named   Oliver.   Oliver   and   I   were   very   close,   but   not   in   the   way   that   Joe   and   I   were. 

Oliver   loved   playing   house   and   dress   up   and   anything   I   enjoyed   doing   as   well.   I   always 

had   such   a   fun   time   with   Oliver,   he   always   knew   how   to   make   me   happy.   Oliver   wasn’t 

like   the   other   boys,   but   that’s   what   I   liked   about   him.   But   everyone   seemed   to   make   fun 

of   Oliver   for   the   things   that   made   him   interesting.   Oliver   never   seemed   to   care   what 

other   people   thought,   he   was   himself   and   never   changed   for   anyone.   I   wish   when   I   was 

7   I   had   the   courage   to   do   things   that   no   one   else   did,   even   if   I   was   judged   for   them.   I 

always   wondered   what   kinds   of   things   I   would   do   if   I   were   a   boy,   but   now   wonder   what’s 

stopping   me   from   doing   them   now?   And   no,   this   isn’t   another   speech   on   girl   power,   or 

body   image,   or   growing   up.   Today,   we   will   be   talking   about   the   evolution   of   gender 

dress. 

By   examining   the   meaning   and   history   of   gender   dress   we   can   gain   a   better 

understanding   of   the   controversy   this   cultural   phenomenon   is   causing,   especially   in   light 

of   recent   legislation   regarding   restroom   use   by   transgender   individuals.   So   today   we   will 

first   strip   it   down   to   the   basics   and   learn   some   key   definitions   associated   with   gender 

dress   and   take   a   peek   at   how   it   is   perceived   in   a   culture   outside   our   own.   Then,   we   will 

put   on   our   most   sophisticated   attire   to   explore   past   ideals   of   gender   dress.   And   finally, 
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we   will   undress   these   complicated   rules   and   analyze   the   implications   of   this   dress 

dilemma.  

So   before   we   look   at   what   gender   dress   is,   we   must   first   define   gender   itself.   In   a 

Berg   Fashion   Library   article   on   Fashion,   Dress,   and   Gender,   author   Jo   Paoletti   explains 

that   the   words   sex   and   gender   have   specific   meanings   that   are   often   used 

interchangeably   in   popular   culture,   yet   in   reality   there   is   a   distinct   difference   between 

these   two   terms.   “Sex”   describes   a   person’s   biological   makeup,   with   either   male   or 

female   sex   organs.   On   the   other   hand,   “gender”   indicates   an   individual’s   personal 

expression:   the   roles,   appearances,   and   behaviors   that   are   culturally   perceived   as 

either   masculine   or   feminine.   Though   society   tends   to   perceive   gender   in   accordance 

with   one’s   sex,   it   is   important   for   us   to   realize   that   gender   identity   is   actually   defined   by 

the   individual.     For   example,   my   sex   is   female.   My   gender   identity   is   also   female,   but 

because   I   was   born   with   female   biology,   I   am   expected   to   have   the   roles,   behaviors,   and 

appearance   that   society   deems   appropriate.      To   add   further   context,   people   who   are 

transgender   were   born   a   particular   sex,   but   identify   with   a   different   gender.  

Clothing   is   one   of   the   most   significant   markers   of   gender   identity.   As   humans,   it   is 

quite   common   for   us   to   judge   someone   based   on   his   or   her   appearance.   In   her   article, 

“Cultural   Ideals   of   Body   and   Dress”,   author   Susan   Michelman   tells   us   that   any   clothing 

or   behavior   that   deviates   from   the   social   construct   of   “gender   norms”   can   be   defined   as 

unnatural   or   wrong.   As   a   mini   thought   experiment,   would   you   have   looked   at   me 

differently   if   I   had   walked   into   this   room   wearing   a   tie,   “dressed   as   a   man?”  
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The   idea   of   not   dressing   to   one’s   sex   can   be   hard   for   some   to   comprehend,   but   in 

other   cultures   it   can   be   considered   an   asset.   Let’s   look   to   Samoa   where   there   are 

currently   people   known   as   “fa’afafines”.   According   to   a   2013   SBS   article,   the   definition 

of   a   fa’afafine   is   a   man   who   is   raised   as   a   woman,   identifies   with   that   gender,   and 

dresses   as   a   female   would.   Not   only   are   fa’afafines   accepted   in   their   society,   but   they 

are   also   highly   respected   for   transcending   proper   gender   appearance.  

So   now   that   we   have   taken   a   look   at   what   gender   dress   really   is,   let’s   take   a   trip 

down   memory   lane   to   the   days   when   high   heels   were   popular   among   men…   long 

before   they   were   a   beauty   staple   for   women.   According   to   a   Feed   Your   Brain     article   by 

Staci   Lehman,   the   first   high   heel   wearers   were   most   likely   Persian   horseback   warriors 

sometime   around   the      9 th    century.   The   extended   heel   was   designed   specifically   for   riding 

to   keep   the   rider’s   foot   from   slipping   out   of   the   stirrups.   The   shoes   quickly   transformed 

into   a   status   symbol   and   the   heels   were   extended   to   make   men   appear   taller.   A   shift 

came   in   the   1600s   when   women   began   wearing   these   “men’s   shoes”   as   a   way   to   assert 

their   equality.   {I   know   what   you   are   thinking,   and   yes,   that’s   right   ladies   and   gents,   there 

were   feminists   in   the   1600s.}   But   eventually,   men   gave   heels   “the   boot”   because   they 

became   too   associated   with   women   and   femininity.  

Flash   forward   to   the   late   19 th    century,   where   we   see   a   young   Franklin   Roosevelt 

wearing…   a   dress.   Though   adult   roles   at   this   time   were   extremely   gender-specific, 

small   children’s   clothing   was   not.   In   a   History   of   Children’s   Clothing   article,   Colleen 

Callahan   explains   that   young   boys   of   this   generation   typically   wore   dresses   from   birth   to 
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anywhere   between   the   ages   of   2   and   8.   In   her   article,   “Tracing   the   Origins   of 

Gender-Specific   Clothing   for   Children”,   Jamie   Frevele   tells   us   that   it   wasn’t   until   around 

World   War   2   that   gender-specific   clothing   began   to   be   worn   and   marketed   towards 

children.   But   once   children   began   to   wear   gender-specific   attire   they   were   expected   to 

engage   in   what   is   socially   designated   as   gender-appropriate   behavior. 

So   now   that   we’ve   taken   a   look   at   gendered   clothing,   let’s   consider   another 

shade   of   this   matter.   The   mid-19 th    century   heralded   the   arrival   of   blue   and   pink   as   colors 

for   babies.   Those   color   distinctions,   however,   might   not   be   what   you   would   expect.   In 

the   2011   Smithsonian   magazine   article,   “When   Did   Girls   Start   Wearing   Pink?”,   Jeanne 

Maglaty   states   that   the   color   “rule”   in   1918   was   pink   for   boys   and   blue   for   girls.   Pink   was 

originally   interpreted   as   a   strong   and   assertive   color,   while   blue   was   considered   delicate 

and   dainty.   So   why   is   the   opposite   true   today?   No   it   wasn’t   Coco   Chanel,   or   Ralph 

Lauren,   or   even   a   prenatal   Martha   Stewart   who   started   this   color   trend.   It   was   the   ever 

so   famous   fashion   dominatrix   himself,   Adolf   Hitler.   According   to   the   previously 

referenced   Smithsonian   magazine   article,   Hitler’s   association   with   the   color   rule   started 

in   the   1930’s   when   he   began   persecuting   homosexual   men   and   women.   A   selected 

number   of   gay   men   who   were   deemed   “curable”   were   marked   with   a   pink   triangle.   By 

using   a   masculine   color   to   label   these   men   that   were   considered   feminine,   he   ultimately 

turned   pink   into   a   feminine   color   and   in   return   blue   into   a   masculine   color.   It   also   makes 

you   wonder,   if   two   colors   that   were   used   to   suggest   gender   for   years   could   be   so   easily 

changed,   then   their   significance   must   not   have   been   that   strong   in   the   first   place.  
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So   now   it’s   time   to   look   at   why   the   evolution   of   gender   dress   is   so   important.   The 

first   implication   to   consider   is   cultural   shifts.   Our   cultures   idea   of   gender   dress   “rules” 

are   constantly   changing.   For   the   longest   time   women   never   wore   pants   and   now   pants 

are   considered   gender   neutral.   Our   assumption   that   clothing   worn   by   women   is   feminine 

and   clothing   worn   by   men   is   masculine   is   not   supported   by   the   history   we   have   learned 

about   today.   Your   notions   of   what   constitutes   “gender   appropriate   dress”   is   only   a 

reflection   of   society’s   current   cultural   psyche;   the   feelings   and   emotions   people 

associate   with   a   given   topic.   Clothing   is   an   expression   of   personality,   not   necessarily 

what   society   says   is   feminine   or   masculine.  

The   next   thing   to   consider   is   that   personal   presentation   matters.   According   to   a 

2015   Gender   Identity   article,   personal   presentation   is   of   major   significance   when   it 

comes   to   impressions.   Snap   judgements   are   made   constantly.   In   fact,   as   much   as   we 

don’t   want   to   admit   it,   every   single   person   in   this   room   has   made   a   snap   judgement 

about   someone   today.   You   probably   even   made   one   about   me   when   I   walked   up   here. 

What   you   wear   is   a   representation   of   who   you   are,   which   is   why   personal   presentation 

is   so   important.  

The   final   implication   to   consider   is   the   impact   that   gender   dress   will   have   on 

future   generations.   I   bet   most   of   you   had   no   idea   that   high   heels   were   originally   worn   by 

men.   So   who’s   to   say   that   in   100   years   people   will   have   any   clue   that   in   2016   pink   was 

a   girl   color   and   blue   was   a   boy   color,   or   that   skirts   and   dresses   were   only   worn   by 

women.   In   her   March   2015   article,   “Fashion’s   Bold   New   Future   Has   No   Gender”,   Marisa 
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Meltzer   explains   that   “gender-neutral   dressing   is   ultimately   about   changing 

preconceived   notions   of   what   is   feminine   and   what   is   masculine.”   Gender-neutral 

clothing   is   becoming   more   popular   and   is   starting   to   become   more   common   among 

people   and   clothing   industries.   These   changes   are   happening,   which   means   the   future 

of   gender   dress   will   be   a   lot   different   than   what   we   see   today. 

So   today,   we   have   successfully   explored   the   evolution   of   gender   dress.   First   we 

examined   the   background   of   gender   dress   and   what   it   really   is,   as   well   as   another 

cultures   idea   of   it.   Then,   we   took   a   look   at   past   perspectives   of   gender   dress   and   the 

transition   of   traditional   clothing   styles.   And   finally,   we   looked   at   how   gender   dress 

affects   not   only   us,   but   also   future   generations.  

So   for   all   the   Joes   out   there,   if   you   like   being   a   Joe,   that’s   great   and   I’m   glad   you 

are   expressing   yourself   the   way   you   like   to.   But   if   you   are   a   Joe   who   wants   to   be   an 

Oliver,   I   hope   you   aren’t   as   afraid   to   be.   We   learn   some   of   the   most   amazing   things 

about   ourselves   when   we   step   out   of   the   box   and   do   what   we   want   to   do   for   a   change. 

And   if   you   are   already   an   Oliver,   remember,   it’s   people   like   you   that   are   bringing   us   into 

a   brighter,   better   future,   one   heeled   shoe   at   a   time. 
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